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Trash #296 – Year of the Bull 2021
Find us on
or at http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/
As from Boxing Day, and the move into tier 4, hashing must again halt so we are back to Zoom meetings only. England
Athletics guidance states outdoor activity with your bubble + 1 other person only. Hope you can join us on Zoom instead:
DATE [Monday at 19:30]
#NO
HARE/ QUIZMASTERS
Theme
15th February 2021
Zoom #32
Prince Crashpian
Silly quiz
22nd February 2021
Zoom #33
Bushsquatter
History quiz
TBC
Gromit
Download Zoom on your PC from: https://zoom.us/support/download.
Meeting ID: 919 1820 5683 Password: OnOnOnOn (4 mixed case On’s). URL: https://filvc.zoom.us/j/91918205683
ononononononononononononononononon
For something more physical, download the Echoes app from https://explore.echoes.xyz/ on your smartphone for
Dangleberry’s Sash (solo hash) trails. Type sash in the search box, Enter and select.
Or find Drambulie’s Hollingdean Hash in the same way.
Trails available so far start from:
Shoreham: Buckingham Arms BN43 5WA
Woodingdean: Downs Hotel, BN2 6BB
Pyecombe: Plough BN45 7FN
Horsham: Bear RH12 1EU
Brighton: Former Port Hall Tavern BN1 5PL
Henfield: White Hart BN5 9HP
Hove actually: Hove Park Tavern BN3 7AP
Lindfield: Stand Up Inn RH16 2HN
Plumpton: Fountain BN7 3BX
Keeps It Up has updated the website to include information and links to the solo hashes at sashing and known-sashes.
Dangleberry has also prepared a guide on how to create your own sashes if you’re missing the buzz of haring trail!
SPOILER ALERT: While Sash photos are very welcome, please do not share the route for any of the Sound App trails
on the Brighton Hash Facebook page, as this will detract from the experience for others wishing to have a go.

Thought for the day: Beware of Valentine scams! I ordered a package containing expensive jewellery, roses and
chocolates, but when it arrived it contained tickets for Spurs, a limited edition Rush CD and a crate of Harveys Old!

BH7 HASH EVENTS DIARY & NOTICES
DIARY DATES – see full list of events being attended by Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes:
06-08/08/2021 Barnes H3 Summer Ball – The Castle of Brecon hotel, Brecon – for booking: http://www.barnesh3.com
19-22/08 2021 Eurohash Prague – Waiting list: https://eurohashprague.com/registration
29/4 to 1/5/2022 Trinidad, Interhash - https://www.interhashtrinidad2020.com/
25-28/8/2023 UK Nash Hash Beverley, Yorkshire – registration details in due course..
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As you can see from the front cover, the Sashing trails have now been Hash mismanagement, the latest who’s who:
added to the website along with a guide on how to set a sash: Joint GM’s
Phil ‘Chopper’ Mutton
http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/Misc/SASH/Laying%20a%20Sash.pdf
Pete ‘Local Knowledge’ Eastwood
Once again, huge thanks, to Dangleberry for all the work he’s put in to On-Sec
Don ‘On-Don’ Elwick
create the Sash trails, which are permanent and can be tackled any Webfart/ Zoom Brent ‘Keeps It Up’ Crowle
time you like, and indeed as often as you like! Instructions on how to Hash Cash
Julia ‘JJ’ Madigan
approach Sashing are also given, and there could be no better reward Hare Raiser
Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons
for his efforts than for everyone to try their nearest
ne
Sash trail while Beer Monster
Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson
we are restricted on how far we can travel for exercise. Please let us RA’s
John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins
know if you get creative and there’ll be a flood of folk eager to try
Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones
your trail out! Regrettably there wasn’t enough room this issue to Haberhash
Kayleen ‘Wildbush’ Holland
include more but I will add
dd a page to the March Trash.
Hash Horn
Matt ‘Rebel WHK’ Spencer
Elsewhere, Spreadsheet has also been busy collating photographs, Hash Trash
John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins
memories and other information to create a lasting record of the Hash relay
Pete ‘Prof’ Thomas
Montreuil French hashes which were a mainstay of the BH7 calendar Hashtorian
David ’Spreadsheet’ Evans
from 1993 to 2007 after which greyhound Niel sold his residence Christmas Hash Pat ‘Ride-It, Baby’ Morfitt
there. This should be available to view on the website by the time of Hash awards
Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones
the next issue! On on to real hashing soon (fingers crossed!) - Bouncer
Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons
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Dangleberry’s (slightly borrowed) Big Quiz of 2020 answers
answers:
1. d. Doncaster
2. d. Since taking office on 24 Jul 2019, BoJo divorced from Marina Wheeler in Nov 2020, had a baby with Carrie
Symonds on 29 Apr 2020, contracted coronavirus 'original' on 27 Mar 2020, and signed the EU free trade
agreement on 30 Dec 2020. So only the latter falls outside 365 days since 24 Jul 2019.
3. c. NHS (see SERCO pic)
4. c. Mr Fox recently accused Sainsbury’s of promoting 'racial segregation and
discrimination', after it supported Black History Month. He avowed he would no
longer Taste The Difference.
In response to Fox's Christmas request to the
t BBC that they reverse their decision
to play only the censored version of Fairytale of New York, the Pogues tweeted
'f**k off you little herrenvolk shite'. The BBC relented, partially.
5. Twitter - c.
6. Biden - a.
7. c. The pondered rocky outcrops were the
British Overseas Territories of Ascension Island and St Helena, in the Atlantic.
Nick Thomas-Symonds,
Thomas Symonds, the shadow home secretary, said: “This ludicrous idea
is inhumane, completely impractical and wildly expensive. So it seems entirely
plausible this
thi Tory government came up with it.”
8. Shapps - a.
9. Conspiracy - d.
10. Bezos - d.
11. Prison - d.
12. Trump - b.
13. Footie - c.
14. Dystopia - d. mind control
15. Drinking - c.
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Bernie movie quiz answers: Top line: The Sound of Music; The Wizard of Oz; Up; Animal House; Second line: ET;
Lion King; Deadpool; Harry Potter and the Philosophers Stone; Third line: Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the
Crystal Skull; Lord of the Rings: Fellowship of the Ring; Airplane!;
Ai
Fourth line: Titanic; Jurassic World; Back to the
Future II; Fifth line: Star Wars; Ted; Ghostbusters; Sixth line: Forest Gump; Wayne’s World; King Kong.
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Come on guys, Valentines Day is the time to spoil the girls. Make sure you remember flowers:

Chocolates are another ‘must’ but candles and soaps also go down well:

Don’t forget entertainment – think of her needs:

Give her a hug:

Finish those odd jobs:

Take a family picture:

Tick all the boxes and…

Finally, don’t skimp and stop at half-a dozen roses, or even a dozen roses. Give her the whole box!

REHASHING the ZOOM
#30 Keeps It Up’s Mystery quiz – The cool thing about not having an agenda as
such is that you can’t go off topic, even if you end up talking about when you met
the Rolling Stones! Prompted by admiration of the album collage behind
Cliffbanger and Bushsquatter, CB told how they’d played on Hastings pier back in
1963 as a rough and ready bluesy band, so he bunged them a ‘lady’* to cut a
record or something resulting in a deal and world domination. I wasn’t going to be
outdone though so added that I’d been in the same room with them in 1985, but
everyone was pretty underwhelmed when closer interrogation revealed that
room to be Wembley Stadium. Keeps It Up fared a lot better when, following a
day’s skiing in Canada, he’d retired to a pub with an open mike after a band.
Lurking in the back of the pub Mr. Jagger apparently wandered up and said “I can do a couple of numbers”! Having historically failed
to locate the backdrop option to change our mediocre kitchen setting, we were given a tutorial which revealed that we didn’t have
the facility, probably due to the age of the laptop, which was followed by first Dangleberry, then CB changing their backdrop to our
mediocre kitchen setting. They’re mocking us I say, mocking us! We weren’t the only technologically inept though, as Scud was trying
to join us but got booted out by KIU thinking it was an interloper. The ensuing lovers tiff between KIU and Wildbush had us begging
the admin to mute the admin so we could chat. KIU went one step further though and started the quiz so they could fight in peace.
Aside from Wilds Thing missing the entire quiz, I’d cleared off to another room to join MyQuiz separately to Angel so, as well as not
paying attention to the advance blurb, I missed the important piece of information that there was a mystery theme to identify.
Despite that, I was the only one other than our hosts to guess the starting letter, but once again Roaming Pussy’s speed in answering
helped her to victory, with WB taking silver. The opening 2 rounds weren’t part of the mystery theme, but I did find the concepts of
IKEA furniture or Swedish swear word, and Motorway services or cheese, highly amusing! Angel then gave us all a blow-by-blow of
her vaccinating experience, all very impressive and appreciated! As there was a lull, I then shared a Bernie Sanders film quiz (see trash
295) which threw up a couple of unexpected titles from Where’s My Broccoli, such as ‘Indiana Jones
and the Holy Grail’ and ‘Boris Gump’. Next up was the popular “Something to Fill the Time” slot of
Wildbush funnies, following which Wilds Thing decided to share a few Yoda quotes which was
apparently a failed prank pressie from his dad because he loves it! There were some nodding heads
demonstrating ‘I feel your pain’ as we were then briefed on his IR35 Contractor tax requirements, the
ennui of which was broken by Where’s My Broccoli showing us her exciting new potato ricer birthday
present. Well we seized on it anyway, even if the argument was that it wasn’t as good as the real thing.
Conversation clipped along with us heading down memory lane with CB and BS to talk about Vesta
quick meals; discussing the weather and sledging as the East Coast USA is up to their tits in snow;
reflections on a marvellous Burns night; KIU offering RP a few Lindfield runs; and finally the DarkStar
mudfest the day before. The full event couldn’t take place for obvious reasons, however, 7 hardy souls
took it on solo in order to get their medals. WT wasn’t able to take part as he was already doing an
Arctic marathon apparently, and even though most of these things are virtual at the moment, it’s
terribly un-British to submit your Strava record to more than one. He gave us a good medals show and
tell though, so we expect you to complete the proper courses when BoJo lets you out Sean, and that
includes the Arctic! Another great Zoom hash waffle party! * Lady Godiva = fiver, in case you were struggling.
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It takes a big man to admit when they're wrong .. But it takes an even bigger man to give a Giraffe a haircut:

To those who still wear their mask below the nose, it’s almost a year now, it takes less time to potty train a toddler.

HAVE A GO AT KEEPS IT UP’S MYSTERY QUIZ:
Section 1: The first 10 words are either a piece of furniture you can
buy at IKEA or a SWEDISH SWEAR WORD?
1. JODER;
6. KALLAX;

2. POANG;
7. EKTORP;

3. DOCKSTA;
8. PUTAIN;

4. SKIT;
5. CAZZO;
9. JAVLAR; 10. FRAKTA.

Section 2: The next set of questions ... Would you fill up your car here (MOTORWAY SERVICES) or is it a type of CHEESE?
11. Pease Pottage;
15. Annandale;
19. Kidderton Ash;

12. Glenrid;
16. Duddeswell;
20. Ticklemore;

13. Sharpham;
17. Crowdie;
21. Dunlop;

14. Chevington;
18. Caerphilly;
22., Baldock.

Section 3: Mystery Theme - All questions are connected in some way to a theme. Can
you guess what it is? Second last question will ask you to identify the mystery theme
(final question about theme omitted until answers next issue).
23. Which colours make green? a) Blue and Red; b) Brown and Yellow; c) Violet and Orange; d) Blue and Yellow.
24. What links Neil Armstrong, Michael Caine and Leonard Nimoy? a) They are all colour blind; b) They all served in the
Korean War; c) They all have airports named after them; d) They all play the banjo
25. Who was fixing a hole where the rain gets in? a) the Beatles; b) Paddington Bear; c) Prince Charles; d) Snoop Dog
26. In what event did Poland's Tomasz Majewski win back-to-back Olympic gold medals? a) Decathlon; b) The 3-legged race;
c) Shot Put; d) Pole Vault.

27. What is this (see picture)? a) Cacique; b) Havana Club; c) Beefeater; d) Smirnoff.
28. What is she saying (see picture)? a) Nice weather; b) I’m from the south; c) Of course; d) Good health.
29. Which country originally gave us The Birdie Song? a) Switzerland; b) Spain; c) United Kingdom; d) Kyrgyzstan.
30. Who would use one of these (see picture)? a) A climber; b) A butcher; c) A fisherman; d) An electrician.
31. Who of these does NOT have a masters degree? a) Bryan May; b) Rowan Atkinson; c) Shaquille O’Neal; d) Chris Martin.
32. (see picture) These are all The Strokes albums. Which was released in 2020? a) A; b) B; c) C; d) D.

33. Which logo was created in 1787 and has NEVER been changed (see picture)? a) Shell; b) Twinings; c) Bass; d) Levi Strauss.
34. Population just 19,136, Augusta is the capital of which US state? a) Maine; b) Georgia; c) Vermont; d) South Dakota.
35. Pete Burns is spinning round like what? a) A record; b) A clock; c) A globe; d) A windmill
36. Which country has the largest population of wild tigers? a) Russia; b) China; c) Indonesia; d) India
37. 'Here comes the bogeyman' is the work of which Spanish artist? a) El Greco b) Salvador Dalí c) Verónica Romero d) Francisco Goya
38. What was St Andrew before Jesus made him a disciple? a) A cross-maker; b) A tax collector; c) A fisherman; d) A Roman centurion.
39. Which is the most recent addition to the soccer pitch? a) Corner arc; b) Six-yard box; c) Penalty arc; d) Centre circle.
40. Add up the numbers on the six balls surrounding the 8-ball (see picture) a) 45; b) 46; c) 48; d) 50.
41. In which of these films does Elijah Wood NOT appear? a) The Dark Knight Rises; b) Back to the Future II; c) The Hobbit: An
Unexpected Journey; d) Sin City.
WORKED OUT THE MYSTERY THEME YET?
42. (see picture) "We haven't had that spirit here since ____ " a) 1863; b) 1945; c) 1967; d) 1969.
43. In computing, what best defines a 'driver'? a) a space for storing unwanted RAM; b) a modulated power source; c) a software
interface to hardware devices; d) a desktop shortcut

44. Which of these cars is a Volkswagen (see picture)? a) A; b) B; c) C; d) D.
45. The bird with the longest wing-span is what? a) Albatross; b) Pelican; c) Condor; d) Ostrich.
46. Where do Iron Maiden get their name from? a) Domestic servant; b) Scandinavian queen; c) Medieval torture instrument; d) A train.
47. (see picture) This is Jahmaal Noel Fyffe. Better known as? a) Chip; b) Chop; c) Cat; d) Cut.
48. Where did the Battle of Bunker Hill take place? a) South America; b) North America; c) Europe; d) Antarctica.
49. Which of these musicians is NOT from the swing era? a) Glenn Miller b) Benny Goodman c) Louis Armstrong d) Dee Snider.
50. In which show does this guy appear (see picture)? a) Super Wings; b) Paw Patrol; c) Mork and Mindy; d) Puffin Rock.
51. Did you guess the MYSTERY THEME to this quiz? What letter does it start with? a) D; b) E; c) F; d) G; e) H.

REZOOMING the HASH
#31 Rugby, China and a load of bull - Cliffbanger and Bushsquatters
backdrop once again got us talking, being an Indian restaurant that was
formerly Chinese. They’d liked the decor so much they’d kept it which
was close enough for the Chinese New Year quiz, and it called to mind
the Mexican restaurant where they just painted sombreros on the
Pandas (see #282)! Although our two were not directly involved, BS &
CB’s building, the Landmark, had featured on the telly yesterday as
concern grows over the cladding scandal post Grenfell disaster. At the
moment it seems they are being punished three-ways, with long
delays on getting cladding replaced, legal requirements on safety
aspects being charged to leasehold residents, as well as deterioration
in the value of unsalable properties! We can only hope it all gets
resolved soon for them. There was a bit of competition over who had
most snow, eventually all being trumped by Dangleberry, and he was
obviously the coldest in his little shed, as he kept freezing! Vaccinations
had continued at a pace and mention was made of EGH3 octagenarian Yogi who’d, hardcore hasher that he is, walked 5 miles to the
centre, had his jab and walked 5 miles home! Less was said about the rugby after England’s defeat in the Calcutta cup! Work to do.
Moving on to the quiz, and after her recent victories, Roaming Pussy decided to play to, not just lose but score zero points. That
challenge remains open as she tripped up twice, inadvertently picking the correct answers, but you’ll have to try it yourself, as I’m not
saying where! Emerging victorious was Angel, who to be fair had been guinea pig, but her attempt to remember which she’d got right
nd
failed as she beat her previous score by 18 points pushing Cliffbanger into 2 place followed by Wildbush and KIU. On her original
nd
score she would still have come 2 so probably her best effort anyway. RP was still last despite Prince Crashpian only joining in part
way through, so post quiz we caught him up with greetings and banter etc. Following the relative success and amusement garnered
from last weeks Bernie Sanders film quiz, I shared a Bernie TV quiz (see page 10), which must’ve been alright as KIU nicked it!
Conversation moved on to bemoan the quantities of people and dog walkers using every square inch of available countryside,
churning up our fields, and trespassing to ensure social distancing, generally causing issues which even made the media. If only they’d
asked Dangleberry who, with his usual sideways approach to problem solving, suggested we take step ladders on our walks and
climbing up 2 metres to get the distance! Somehow we moved on to memories of Interhash 2004 and the W&NK hash; saying
farewell to Chee Bye, one of the few who’d been at every IH event along with Drain Oil; and some surprising instances of petty theft
when we were kids. Following the funnies, the relative temperatures between Canada and the UK were discussed as Angel revealed it
is actually possible to dry washing in the minuses! Wildbush’s greater step ratio over KIU, despite neither leaving the house, can
probably be explained by their relative heights and her taking twice as many steps to do the same distance. RP then showed us a very
impressive meringue and we applied ourselves to what she could do with the leftover egg yolks, Dangleberry again coming up trumps
with vaccine development, as Angel revealed it is a component of the flu vaccine. Prince Crashpian declared that he must be an
eggspert. There was more but that seems an appropriate place to wrap up another great Zoom hash!

onononononononononononononononononononon
SERIOUS LOCK DOWN ADVICE - Everyone PLEASE be careful
because people are going crazy from being locked down at
home! I was just talking about this with the microwave and
the toaster while drinking my Pepsi, and we all agreed that
things are getting bad. I didn’t mention any of this to the
washing machine, because she puts a different spin on
EVERYTHING!! Certainly couldn’t share with the fridge, cause
he’s been acting cold and distant! In the end, the iron
straightened me out! She said the situation isn’t all that
pressing and all the wrinkles will soon get ironed out! The vacuum, however, was very unsympathetic… told me to just suck it
up! But the fan was VERY optimistic and gave me hope that it will all blow over soon! The toilet looked a bit flushed but didn’t
say anything when I asked its opinion, but the front door said I was becoming unhinged and the doorknob told me to get a
grip!! You can just about guess what the curtains told me: they told me to “pull myself together!” We will survive!!
 I played rugby yesterday on a pitch surfaced with compacted rubble and broken bricks. We won 15-14 on aggregate.
 The postman has just arrived with my wife’s Valentines card. Which is odd as I thought she’d finished with him at Christmas.
 I asked my wife what she would like for Valentine's, she said a little black lace number. So I got her “Agadoo”.
 For years now, I've been getting a Valentine's card from the same secret admirer. So, I'm pretty sad I've not got one this
year... First my granny dies, now this!

HAVE A GO AT BOUNCERS RUGBY, CHINA AND A LOAD OF BULL QUIZ
1. When was the first Six Nations competition held? a) 1910; b) 1947; c) 2000; d) 2003
2. Which country will host the next Rugby World Cup in 2023? a) South Africa; b) France;
c) Ireland; d) United States
3. Named after the supposed instigator of Rugby, what is the World Rugby Cup known as?
a) Webb Ellis Cup; b) Davis Cup; c) Ryder Cup; d) Jules Rimet Trophy
4. Who are the current title sponsors of the six nations? a) Guinness; b) RBS; c) Stella
Artois; d) Lloyds TSB
5. The first International, held between England and Scotland, celebrates what significant
anniversary this year? a) 75 years; b) 100 years; c) 125 years; d) 150 years
6. Which of the following is used in Rugby Union but does not feature in Rugby League? a)
Scrum; b) Penalty kick; c) Line-Out; d) Sin bin
7. Nigel Owens, probably the best known referee in the rugby world, has retired this year,
but what is his nationality? a) Irish; b) English; c) Scottish; d) Welsh
8. Who scored England's only try in the 2003 World Cup final win over Australia? a) Johnny Wilkinson; b) Jason Robinson; c) Martin
Johnson; d) Clive Woodward
9. At what stadium do Italy play their Six Nations fixtures? a) San Siro, Milan; b) Stadio San Paolo, Naples; c) Stadio Olimpico,
Rome; d) Allianz Stadium, Turin
10. Which International rugby team's nickname translates as 'Buffalos'? a) Cambodia; b) Canada; c) Botswana; d) Venezuela
11. Talking of nicknames, 2021 is the year of the Ox, but which great bass player was 'The Ox'?
a) Paul McCartney; b) John Entwhistle (the Who); c) Chris Squire (Yes); d) Geddy Lee (Rush).
12. Which hash chapter uses a cow as its logo? a) East Grinstead; b) Gloucester Gourmet; c)
Swansea Jack; d) Milton Keynes
13. What is the gestation period for a cow? About... a) 6 months; b) 9 months; c) 12 months;
d) 15 months
14. According to the website, approximately how many times has Brighton Hash run from the
Sussex Ox, Milton Street? a) 20; b) 15; c) 10; d) 5
15. Ermintrude was the famous cow in the Magic Roundabout. Which of the following
Ermintrudes is not a real person? a) Ermintrude Inch who became a symbol of the oppression
of women in the 1970's; b) Ermentrude of Orléans, queen of the Franks by her marriage to
Charles the Bald; c) Erminethrudis, a nun from the Merovingian era famous for leaving an
early will; d) Ermentrude, daughter of Louis the Sss-stammerer
16. Bestselling author Ian Rankin drinks and frequently features a pub affectionately known as
'the Ox' but which city is it in? a) Oxford; b) Glasgow; c) Stockholm; d) Edinburgh
17. What is the primary role of the Sussex Cattle breed? a) Breeding for calves; b) Draught work in the Weald; c) Milk and dairy
production; d) Prime beef
18. Which of the following is not a feature of a draught ox? a) Milk production; b) Over 4 years of age; c) Wears a yoke; d)
Castrated
19. We've been joined a couple of times on Zoom by Nose Job from the Bull Moon H3. Where are they based? a) Essex; b) Toulouse;
c) Birmingham; d) Croydon
20. Rabo de Toro is a Spanish delicacy made from what part of the bull? a) Tongue; b) Tail; c) Testicles; d) Tits
21. Which of the following is not part of the Chinese Zodiac? a) Panda; b) Monkey; c) Tiger; d) Dragon
22. Which is the most common language spoken by Chinese people? a) Wu Chinese; b) Mandarin; c) Cantonese; d) English
23. What is the major tourist attraction at Xian? a) Great Wall of China; b) Forbidden Palace; c) Tiananmen Square; d) Terracotta
Army
24. Approximately how long is the series of fortifications known as the Great Wall of China? a) 3,000 miles; b) 8,000 miles; c) 13,000
miles; d) 18,000 miles
25. What was the name of the rebellion of 1900 which saw
Chinese nationalists dedicated to fighting European
influence? a) Shih Tzu; b) Boxer; c) Shar Pei; d) Chow Chow
26. Which of the following dishes on a Chinese menu contain
egg? a) Chow Mein; b) Chop Suey; c) Won Ton; d) Foo
Yung
27. World Interhash 2014 was held on an Island long
associated with China, but which one? a) Hong Kong; b)
Taiwan; c) Hainan; d) Macau
28. Which philosopher's principles shaped Chinese political
government for more than 2000 years? a) Confucius; b)
Mao Tse-Tung; c) Sun Tzu; d) Dalai Lama
29. There are approximately 340 million pigs in China,
accounting for over 60% of the World's total, but which is the
only country in the World where pigs outnumber the human
population? a) Cook Islands; b) Vietnam; c) Denmark; d)
New Zealand
30. How many hash chapters are there in China? a) 10; b)
20; c) 30; d) 40

ZOOM #31 QUIZ PICTURES – JUST FOR A LAUGH!

Brighton Hash Burns Night Quiz Answers 25 Jan 2021 – Slash Gordon
Q1 b) Macbeth 1005 - Robert the Bruce 1274, Robert Burns 1759, Rob Roy 1671
Q2 c) Over the Sea to Skye - Skye song tune first recorded by Anne Campbell Macleod
around 1875 and shortly afterwards lyrics compiled by Sir Harold Boulton. Song recalls the
journey of Bonnie Prince Charlie from Benbecula to Skye in evading capture by
Government troops after Battle of Culloden.
Q3 c) Loch Ness - Loch Ness is approx. 32 miles long with an average depth of 433 feet.
Loch Lomond is the largest in the UK as measured by surface area but is shallower than
Loch Ness so less water volume.
Q4 a) New Caledonia - The Darien Scheme was an attempt by the Scottish nobility and
merchants to establish a Scottish territory overseas to increase the nations wealth and
influence. New Caledonia was established in what is current day Panama. It was a disaster
- around 3,000 Scots sailed there in stages and less than two years later the venture folded
with most of the settlers dying because of Spanish attacks and Malaria.
Q5 d) Ben Macdui at a height of 4297 feet is the second highest after Ben Nevis at 4409 feet. There are 9 mountains in
Scotland over 4000 feet.
Q6 b) Sutherland Brothers - The Sutherland Brothers were a Folk duo from near Fraserburgh. For part of their career, they
teamed up with an English Rock group called Quiver during which time in 1975 they had a No 5 UK hit with “Arms of Mary”.
Q7 a) Catcher in the Rye - Set in the 1950’s USA – mainly California, Pennsylvania and New York, the film took its inspiration
from the Robert Burns song “Comin thru the Rye”.
Q8 c) Powsowdie - A traditional Scottish soup made from a Sheep’s Head along with root vegetables , tatties, barley and leeks.
The other three soups are Welsh, Irish and Russian.
Q9 a) Golf - Golf in current form started to be played in Scotland in the 1500’s. The first 18-hole course was established at St
Andrews in 1764.
Q10 b) Beech Hedge - The Meikleour Beech Hedge between Perth and
Blairgowrie was planted in 1745 and is both the tallest (100 feet) and longest
(one third of a mile) in the world.
Q11 a) Bagpipes - The Chanter is the appendage held below the bagpipe bellows
on which the Piper plays the tune. The Drones are the reeds in the bellows bag
that give the unique sound. There is one bass and two tenor Drones.
Q12 d) Sherriffmuir - The battle of Sherrifmuir was the main event of the 1715
uprising whereby much of Scotland wished to put James Stewart,” The Old
Pretender” on the British throne. The battle was fought to a draw between a
Highland army and Government army of English redcoats aided by the
treacherous Campbell clan! Robert Burns wrote a poem about the battle. Stirling
Bridge 1297, Bannockburn/1314 and Killiecrankie / 1689.
Q13 c) Jacobites - The name “Jacobites” arises from “Jacobus”, the Latin version of James. Following the overthrow of James,
the Second by William of Orange and Mary (James sister) in 1689 there were various Jacobite attempts to restore the Stuart
dynasty – the principal campaigns being 1689, 1915, 1919 and 1945.
Q14 b) Joinery - Of the other three, the most famous jam product is Keiller’s Marmalade – now made up the road in Arbroath.
Journalism is still thriving – examples are DC Thomson Newspapers, Sunday Post, People’s Friend magazine and the Beano and
Dandy comics. Dundee was the world capital of the Jute industry in the late 18 Century producing Yarn, Twine, Sacking and
Carpet backing Cloth.
Q15 d) Seaforth Highlanders – A historic line infantry regiment of the Highland Army mainly associated with the northern
Highlands, the regiment existed from 1881 to 1961 and served in many conflicts including both World Wars.
Q16 a) Ivanhoe - (B) and D) were written by Robert Louis Stevenson and C) by
Lewis Grassic Gibbon. Ivanhoe was Walter Scott’s first attempt to write a novel
outside a Scotland location to broaden his appeal / income.
th
Q17 a) Edinburgh - The dog is a Skye Terrier who became known in 19 – century
Edinburgh for spending 14 years guarding the grave of his master in Greyfriars
churchyard until he died himself on 14 January 1872. Several books and films
have commemorated the event.
Q18 d) Norn - An extinct North Germanic language spoken in the Scottish
Northern Isles and Caithness. After Orkney and Shetland were pledged to
Scotland by Norway in 1468 it was gradually replaced by the Scots dialect.
Q19 d) Alistair Hutton – He won the event in 1990 in a time of 2.09.16 running for
Edinburgh Southern Harriers. Liz McColgan also won the ladies race in 1996 in a time
of 2.27.54. She is the mother of current international middle-distance athlete – Eilish
McColgan.
Q20 c) Mentieth - The Lake of Menteith is located between Stirling and the
Trossachs tourist area (of Dr Findlay TV series fame). Sometimes known as Loch
Inchmahome. Famous for good fishing and featured in a 2020 Springwatch TV
edition with Gordon Buchanan.
Q21 a) Sommelier - Needless to say he was only successful in one of these
occupations! Lacked the practical skills and 24/7 dedication needed to make a
success of the family croft. Being an Exciseman was something of a “poacher turned
gamekeeper” situation for a dram loving poet! He was never a Sommelier – wine
not exactly a big drink in Scotland in Burns time!
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How many of these classic TV shows with Bernie in can you name?

Bonus Bernie memes:

IN OTHER NEWS:
RIP’s to Captain Tom Moore and Hash legend Chee Bye:

Sky win:

Sex toy spotted on bookshelf on BBC Wales:

China says anal swab best Covid test:

Texas lawyer inadvertently turns on cat filter:

New Bond postponed again:

Just leave it China!

Late on the Friday following the EU debacle, Boris left a voicemail for Emmanuel Macron, and for a laugh,
left the message in German.
Macron phoned him back later and said “Boris, I got your message but I’m afraid I don’t speak German”.
Boris paused for a second and replied “and who do you think you should thank for that?”.

February stuff
I asked a Chinese lady for the number for her restaurant. She said, “Sex, sex, sex, free sex tonight”! I got
excited but repeated, “I still need the number!” Then her friend said she means, “666-3629”.

Roses are flowers, Pebbles are stones, here’s a big shout out to those on their own.
Think yourself lucky & try not to sob, look on the bright side, You’re not with a knob!

I'm torn between two lovers. One makes incredible pancakes. The other writes beautiful poetry. Should I marry for batter or for verse?

Having pancakes with my meat loaf was awful. It was like a batter out of hell.

Twelfth of February this year is a very rare date as it is both a palindrome (reads the
same backwards as forwards) and an ambigram (reads the same upside down).

Wildbush funnies:

When your Valentine’s Day love life turns into a caption competition for meme’ers:

